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Reading Material

❖ Chapter 9, Section 1-6



❖ When we defined the Sorting Problem, we stated that to 
sort the list, the elements must be totally order-able. 

❖ Mathematical induction doesn’t apply only to positive 
integers; it applies to any well-ordered set. 

❖ What is an order? What is a total order? What is an 
order that is not total? What is a well-ordered set? 

❖ To answer this question, we learn about relations and 
special classes of relations, including orders. 



❖ Relations also play an important role beyond the 
questions on the previous slide. 

❖ For example, the relational data model for representing 
databases is based on the concept of a relation. 
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Relationships between elements of sets occur in many contexts. Every day we deal with
relationships such as those between a business and its telephone number, an employee

and his or her salary, a person and a relative, and so on. In mathematics we study relationships
such as those between a positive integer and one that it divides, an integer and one that it is
congruent to modulo 5, a real number and one that is larger than it, a real number x and the
value f (x) where f is a function, and so on. Relationships such as that between a program and
a variable it uses, and that between a computer language and a valid statement in this language
often arise in computer science.

Relationships between elements of sets are represented using the structure called a relation,
which is just a subset of the Cartesian product of the sets. Relations can be used to solve problems
such as determining which pairs of cities are linked by airline flights in a network, finding a
viable order for the different phases of a complicated project, or producing a useful way to store
information in computer databases.

In some computer languages, only the first 31 characters of the name of a variable matter.
The relation consisting of ordered pairs of strings where the first string has the same initial
31 characters as the second string is an example of a special type of relation, known as an
equivalence relation. Equivalence relations arise throughout mathematics and computer science.
We will study equivalence relations, and other special types of relations, in this chapter.

9.1 Relations and Their Properties

Introduction

Themost direct way to express a relationship between elements of two sets is to use ordered pairs
made up of two related elements. For this reason, sets of ordered pairs are called binary relations.
In this section we introduce the basic terminology used to describe binary relations. Later in this
chapter we will use relations to solve problems involving communications networks, project
scheduling, and identifying elements in sets with common properties.

DEFINITION 1 Let A and B be sets. A binary relation from A to B is a subset of A× B.

In other words, a binary relation from A to B is a set R of ordered pairs where the first element
of each ordered pair comes from A and the second element comes from B. We use the notation
a R b to denote that (a, b) ∈ R and a ̸R b to denote that (a, b) /∈ R. Moreover, when (a, b)
belongs to R, a is said to be related to b by R.

Binary relations represent relationships between the elements of two sets.We will introduce
n-ary relations, which express relationships among elements of more than two sets, later in this
chapter. We will omit the word binary when there is no danger of confusion.

Examples 1–3 illustrate the notion of a relation.

EXAMPLE 1 Let A be the set of students in your school, and let B be the set of courses. Let R be
the relation that consists of those pairs (a, b), where a is a student enrolled in course b.
For instance, if Jason Goodfriend and Deborah Sherman are enrolled in CS518, the pairs
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aRb denotes (a, b) 2 R

a 6 Rb denotes (a, b) /2 R



Binary Relations and Functions

❖ If f is a function from A to B, then f is a relation from A 
to B.

❖ The converse is not necessarily true. 



Relation on a Set

❖ We have already seen such a relation: E⊆V×V. 
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Relations on a Set

Relations from a set A to itself are of special interest.

DEFINITION 2 A relation on a set A is a relation from A to A.

In other words, a relation on a set A is a subset of A× A.

EXAMPLE 4 Let A be the set {1, 2, 3, 4}. Which ordered pairs are in the relation R = {(a, b) | a divides b}?

Solution: Because (a, b) is in R if and only if a and b are positive integers not exceeding 4 such
that a divides b, we see that

R = {(1, 1), (1, 2), (1, 3), (1, 4), (2, 2), (2, 4), (3, 3), (4, 4)}.

The pairs in this relation are displayed both graphically and in tabular form in Figure 2. ▲

Next, some examples of relations on the set of integers will be given in Example 5.

EXAMPLE 5 Consider these relations on the set of integers:

R1 = {(a, b) | a ≤ b},
R2 = {(a, b) | a > b},
R3 = {(a, b) | a = b or a = −b},
R4 = {(a, b) | a = b},
R5 = {(a, b) | a = b + 1},
R6 = {(a, b) | a + b ≤ 3}.

Which of these relations contain each of the pairs (1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 1), (1,−1), and (2, 2)?

Remark: Unlike the relations in Examples 1–4, these are relations on an infinite set.

Solution: The pair (1, 1) is in R1, R3, R4, and R6; (1, 2) is in R1 and R6; (2, 1) is in R2, R5,
and R6; (1,−1) is in R2, R3, and R6; and finally, (2, 2) is in R1, R3, and R4. ▲

It is not hard to determine the number of relations on a finite set, because a relation on a
set A is simply a subset of A× A.
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FIGURE 2 Displaying the Ordered Pairs in
the Relation R from Example 4.
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EXAMPLE 6 How many relations are there on a set with n elements?

Solution:A relation on a set A is a subset of A× A. Because A× A has n2 elements when A
has n elements, and a set withm elements has 2m subsets, there are 2n2 subsets ofA× A. Thus,
there are 2n2 relations on a set with n elements. For example, there are 232 = 29 = 512 relations
on the set {a, b, c}. ▲

Properties of Relations

There are several properties that are used to classify relations on a set. We will introduce the
most important of these here.

In some relations an element is always related to itself. For instance, let R be the relation
on the set of all people consisting of pairs (x, y) where x and y have the same mother and the
same father. Then xRx for every person x.

DEFINITION 3 A relation R on a set A is called reflexive if (a, a) ∈ R for every element a ∈ A.

Remark: Using quantifiers we see that the relationR on the setA is reflexive if ∀a((a, a) ∈ R),
where the universe of discourse is the set of all elements in A.

We see that a relation on A is reflexive if every element of A is related to itself.
Examples 7–9 illustrate the concept of a reflexive relation.

EXAMPLE 7 Consider the following relations on {1, 2, 3, 4}:
R1 = {(1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 1), (2, 2), (3, 4), (4, 1), (4, 4)},
R2 = {(1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 1)},
R3 = {(1, 1), (1, 2), (1, 4), (2, 1), (2, 2), (3, 3), (4, 1), (4, 4)},
R4 = {(2, 1), (3, 1), (3, 2), (4, 1), (4, 2), (4, 3)},
R5 = {(1, 1), (1, 2), (1, 3), (1, 4), (2, 2), (2, 3), (2, 4), (3, 3), (3, 4), (4, 4)},
R6 = {(3, 4)}.

Which of these relations are reflexive?

Solution: The relations R3 and R5 are reflexive because they both contain all pairs of the form
(a, a), namely, (1, 1), (2, 2), (3, 3), and (4, 4). The other relations are not reflexive because
they do not contain all of these ordered pairs. In particular, R1, R2, R4, and R6 are not reflexive
because (3, 3) is not in any of these relations. ▲

EXAMPLE 8 Which of the relations from Example 5 are reflexive?

Solution: The reflexive relations from Example 5 are R1 (because a ≤ a for every integer a),
R3, and R4. For each of the other relations in this example it is easy to find a pair of the
form (a, a) that is not in the relation. (This is left as an exercise for the reader.) ▲

EXAMPLE 9 Is the “divides” relation on the set of positive integers reflexive?

Solution:Because a | a whenever a is a positive integer, the “divides” relation is reflexive. (Note
that if we replace the set of positive integers with the set of all integers the relation is not reflexive
because by definition 0 does not divide 0.) ▲
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In some relations an element is related to a second element if and only if the second element
is also related to the first element. The relation consisting of pairs (x, y), where x and y are
students at your school with at least one common class has this property. Other relations have
the property that if an element is related to a second element, then this second element is not
related to the first. The relation consisting of the pairs (x, y), where x and y are students at your
school, where x has a higher grade point average than y has this property.

DEFINITION 4 A relationR on a setA is called symmetric if (b, a) ∈ Rwhenever (a, b) ∈ R, for all a, b ∈ A.
A relation R on a set A such that for all a, b ∈ A, if (a, b) ∈ R and (b, a) ∈ R, then a = b
is called antisymmetric.

Remark: Using quantifiers, we see that the relation R on the set A is symmetric if
∀a∀b((a, b) ∈ R→ (b, a) ∈ R). Similarly, the relation R on the set A is antisymmetric if
∀a∀b(((a, b) ∈ R ∧ (b, a) ∈ R)→ (a = b)).

That is, a relation is symmetric if and only if a is related to b implies that b is related to a.
A relation is antisymmetric if and only if there are no pairs of distinct elements a and b with a
related to b and b related to a. That is, the only way to have a related to b and b related to a is
for a and b to be the same element. The terms symmetric and antisymmetric are not opposites,
because a relation can have both of these properties or may lack both of them (see Exercise
10). A relation cannot be both symmetric and antisymmetric if it contains some pair of the form
(a, b), where a ̸= b.

Remark: Although relatively few of the 2n2 relations on a set with n elements are symmetric
or antisymmetric, as counting arguments can show, many important relations have one of these
properties. (See Exercise 47.)

EXAMPLE 10 Which of the relations from Example 7 are symmetric and which are antisymmetric?

Solution: The relations R2 and R3 are symmetric, because in each case (b, a) belongs to the
relation whenever (a, b) does. For R2, the only thing to check is that both (2, 1) and (1, 2) are
in the relation. For R3, it is necessary to check that both (1, 2) and (2, 1) belong to the relation,
and (1, 4) and (4, 1) belong to the relation. The reader should verify that none of the other
relations is symmetric. This is done by finding a pair (a, b) such that it is in the relation
but (b, a) is not.

R4,R5, andR6 are all antisymmetric. For each of these relations there is no pair of elements
a and b with a ̸= b such that both (a, b) and (b, a) belong to the relation. The reader should
verify that none of the other relations is antisymmetric. This is done by finding a pair (a, b)
with a ̸= b such that (a, b) and (b, a) are both in the relation. ▲

EXAMPLE 11 Which of the relations from Example 5 are symmetric and which are antisymmetric?

Solution: The relationsR3,R4, andR6 are symmetric.R3 is symmetric, for if a = b or a = − b,
then b = a or b = − a. R4 is symmetric because a = b implies that b = a. R6 is symmetric
because a + b ≤ 3 implies that b + a ≤ 3. The reader should verify that none of the other
relations is symmetric.

The relations R1, R2, R4, and R5 are antisymmetric. R1 is antisymmetric because the
inequalities a ≤ b and b ≤ a imply that a = b. R2 is antisymmetric because it is impossible
that a > b and b > a. R4 is antisymmetric, because two elements are related with respect to
R4 if and only if they are equal. R5 is antisymmetric because it is impossible that a = b + 1
and b = a + 1. The reader should verify that none of the other relations is antisymmetric. ▲
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EXAMPLE 12 Is the “divides” relation on the set of positive integers symmetric? Is it antisymmetric?

Solution: This relation is not symmetric because 1 |2, but 2 ̸ | 1. It is antisymmetric, for if a
and b are positive integers with a |b and b |a, then a = b (the verification of this is left as an
exercise for the reader). ▲

Let R be the relation consisting of all pairs (x, y) of students at your school, where x has
taken more credits than y. Suppose that x is related to y and y is related to z. This means
that x has taken more credits than y and y has taken more credits than z. We can conclude
that x has taken more credits than z, so that x is related to z. What we have shown is that R has
the transitive property, which is defined as follows.

DEFINITION 5 A relation R on a set A is called transitive if whenever (a, b) ∈ R and (b, c) ∈ R,
then (a, c) ∈ R, for all a, b, c ∈ A.

Remark: Using quantifiers we see that the relation R on a set A is transitive if we have
∀a∀b∀c(((a, b) ∈ R ∧ (b, c) ∈ R)→ (a, c) ∈ R).

EXAMPLE 13 Which of the relations in Example 7 are transitive?

Solution: R4, R5, and R6 are transitive. For each of these relations, we can show that it is
transitive by verifying that if (a, b) and (b, c) belong to this relation, then (a, c) also does. For
instance,R4 is transitive, because (3, 2) and (2, 1), (4, 2) and (2, 1), (4, 3) and (3, 1), and (4, 3)
and (3, 2) are the only such sets of pairs, and (3, 1), (4, 1), and (4, 2) belong to R4. The reader
should verify that R5 and R6 are transitive.

R1 is not transitive because (3, 4) and (4, 1) belong to R1, but (3, 1) does not. R2 is
not transitive because (2, 1) and (1, 2) belong to R2, but (2, 2) does not. R3 is not transitive
because (4, 1) and (1, 2) belong to R3, but (4, 2) does not. ▲

EXAMPLE 14 Which of the relations in Example 5 are transitive?

Solution:The relationsR1,R2,R3, andR4 are transitive.R1 is transitive because a ≤ b and b ≤ c
imply that a ≤ c. R2 is transitive because a > b and b > c imply that a > c. R3 is transitive
because a = ± b and b = ± c imply that a = ± c. R4 is clearly transitive, as the reader should
verify. R5 is not transitive because (2, 1) and (1, 0) belong to R5, but (2, 0) does not. R6 is not
transitive because (2, 1) and (1, 2) belong to R6, but (2, 2) does not. ▲

EXAMPLE 15 Is the “divides” relation on the set of positive integers transitive?

Solution: Suppose that a divides b and b divides c. Then there are positive integers k and l
such that b = ak and c = bl. Hence, c = a(kl), so a divides c. It follows that this relation is
transitive. ▲

We can use counting techniques to determine the number of relations with specific proper-
ties. Finding the number of relations with a particular property provides information about how
common this property is in the set of all relations on a set with n elements.

EXAMPLE 16 How many reflexive relations are there on a set with n elements?

Solution:A relation R on a set A is a subset of A× A. Consequently, a relation is determined
by specifying whether each of the n2 ordered pairs in A× A is in R. However, if R is reflexive,
each of the n ordered pairs (a, a) for a ∈ A must be in R. Each of the other n(n− 1) ordered



Properties of Relations

R1 = {(a, b)|a divides b}

R2 = {(a, b)|a < b}

R3 = {(a, b)|a  b}

R4 = {(a, b)|a ⌘7 b}

R5 = {(A,B)|A \B 6= ;}



Combining Relations

❖ Relations are sets; therefore, set operations apply to 
them (e.g., you can take the union of two relations).

❖ Furthermore, if R is a relation from A to B and S is a 
relation from B to C, then the composite of R and S, 
denoted by S∘R, is 

{(a, c)|a 2 A, c 2 C, 9b 2 B, ((a, b) 2 R ^ (b, c) 2 S)}



Relations Beyond Two Sets

❖ One can define a relation on any number of sets. 
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school are sophomores majoring in mathematics or computer science and have greater than a
3.0 average? Which employees of a company have worked for the company less than 5 years
and make more than $50,000?

n-ary Relations

We begin with the basic definition on which the theory of relational databases rests.

DEFINITION 1 LetA1, A2, . . . , An be sets.An n-ary relation on these sets is a subset ofA1 × A2 × · · ·× An.
The sets A1, A2, . . . , An are called the domains of the relation, and n is called its degree.

EXAMPLE 1 LetR be the relation onN× N× N consisting of triples (a, b, c), where a, b, and c are integers
witha < b < c.Then (1, 2, 3) ∈ R, but (2, 4, 3) /∈ R.The degree of this relation is 3. Its domains
are all equal to the set of natural numbers. ▲

EXAMPLE 2 Let R be the relation on Z× Z× Z consisting of all triples of integers (a, b, c) in which
a, b, and c form an arithmetic progression. That is, (a, b, c) ∈ R if and only if there is
an integer k such that b = a + k and c = a + 2k, or equivalently, such that b − a = k and
c − b = k. Note that (1, 3, 5) ∈ R because 3 = 1+ 2 and 5 = 1+ 2 · 2, but (2, 5, 9) /∈ R be-
cause 5 − 2 = 3 while 9 − 5 = 4. This relation has degree 3 and its domains are all equal to the
set of integers. ▲

EXAMPLE 3 LetR be the relation onZ× Z× Z+ consisting of triples (a, b, m), wherea,b, andm are integers
with m ≥ 1 and a ≡ b (modm). Then (8, 2, 3), (− 1, 9, 5), and (14, 0, 7) all belong to R, but
(7, 2, 3), (− 2,− 8, 5), and (11, 0, 6)donot belong toR because 8 ≡ 2 (mod 3),− 1 ≡ 9 (mod 5),
and 14 ≡ 0 (mod 7), but 7 ̸≡ 2 (mod 3), − 2 ̸≡ − 8 (mod 5), and 11 ̸≡ 0 (mod 6). This relation
has degree 3 and its first two domains are the set of all integers and its third domain is the set of
positive integers. ▲

EXAMPLE 4 Let R be the relation consisting of 5-tuples (A, N, S, D, T ) representing airplane flights,
whereA is the airline,N is the flight number, S is the starting point,D is the destination, and T is
the departure time. For instance, if Nadir ExpressAirlines has flight 963 fromNewark to Bangor
at 15:00, then (Nadir, 963, Newark, Bangor, 15:00) belongs to R. The degree of this relation
is 5, and its domains are the set of all airlines, the set of flight numbers, the set of cities, the set
of cities (again), and the set of times. ▲

Databases and Relations

The time required to manipulate information in a database depends on how this information is
stored. The operations of adding and deleting records, updating records, searching for records,
and combining records from overlapping databases are performedmillions of times each day in a
large database. Because of the importance of these operations, various methods for representing
databases have been developed. We will discuss one of these methods, called the relational
data model, based on the concept of a relation.

A database consists of records, which are n-tuples, made up of fields. The fields are the
entries of the n-tuples. For instance, a database of student records may be made up of fields
containing the name, student number, major, and grade point average of the student. The rela-
tional data model represents a database of records as an n-ary relation. Thus, student records

❖ Central to database theory and implementation. 



Representing Relations

❖ Assume A={a1,a2,…,am} and B={b1,b2,…,bn}.

❖ A relation from A to B can be represented with an m×n 
matrix M where:  
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9.3 Representing Relations

Introduction

In this section, and in the remainder of this chapter, all relationswe studywill be binary relations.
Because of this, in this section and in the rest of this chapter, the word relation will always refer
to a binary relation. There are many ways to represent a relation between finite sets. As we have
seen in Section 9.1, one way is to list its ordered pairs. Another way to represent a relation is to
use a table, as we did in Example 3 in Section 9.1. In this section we will discuss two alternative
methods for representing relations. One method uses zero–one matrices. The other method uses
pictorial representations called directed graphs, which we will discuss later in this section.

Generally,matrices are appropriate for the representation of relations in computer programs.
On the other hand, people often find the representation of relations using directed graphs useful
for understanding the properties of these relations.

Representing Relations Using Matrices

A relation between finite sets can be represented using a zero–one matrix. Suppose that R is a
relation from A = {a1, a2, . . . , am} to B = {b1, b2, . . . , bn}. (Here the elements of the sets A
and B have been listed in a particular, but arbitrary, order. Furthermore, when A = B we use
the same ordering for A and B.) The relation R can be represented by the matrixMR = [mij ],
where

mij =
{
1 if (ai, bj ) ∈ R,

0 if (ai, bj ) /∈ R.

In other words, the zero–one matrix representing R has a 1 as its (i, j) entry when ai is related
to bj , and a 0 in this position if ai is not related to bj . (Such a representation depends on the
orderings used for A and B.)

The use of matrices to represent relations is illustrated in Examples 1–6.

EXAMPLE 1 Suppose that A = {1, 2, 3} and B = {1, 2}. Let R be the relation from A to B containing (a, b)
if a ∈ A, b ∈ B, and a > b. What is the matrix representing R if a1 = 1, a2 = 2, and a3 = 3,
and b1 = 1 and b2 = 2?

Solution: Because R = {(2, 1), (3, 1), (3, 2)}, the matrix for R is

MR =

⎡

⎣
0 0
1 0
1 1

⎤

⎦ .

The 1s in MR show that the pairs (2, 1), (3, 1), and (3, 2) belong to R. The 0s show that no
other pairs belong to R. ▲

EXAMPLE 2 Let A = {a1, a2, a3} and B = {b1, b2, b3, b4, b5}. Which ordered pairs are in the relation R
represented by the matrix

MR =

⎡

⎣
0 1 0 0 0
1 0 1 1 0
1 0 1 0 1

⎤

⎦ ?



Representing Relations

❖ Relations can also be represented using digraphs, but 
ones that allow self loops.
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The matrix representing the composite of two relations can be used to find the matrix
forMRn . In particular,

MRn = M[n]
R ,

from the definition of Boolean powers. Exercise 35 asks for a proof of this formula.

EXAMPLE 6 Find the matrix representing the relation R2, where the matrix representing R is

MR =

⎡

⎣
0 1 0
0 1 1
1 0 0

⎤

⎦ .

Solution: The matrix for R2 is

MR2 = M[2]
R =

⎡

⎣
0 1 1
1 1 1
0 1 0

⎤

⎦ .

▲

Representing Relations Using Digraphs

We have shown that a relation can be represented by listing all of its ordered pairs or by
using a zero–one matrix. There is another important way of representing a relation using a
pictorial representation. Each element of the set is represented by a point, and each ordered
pair is represented using an arc with its direction indicated by an arrow. We use such pictorial
representations when we think of relations on a finite set as directed graphs, or digraphs.

DEFINITION 1 A directed graph, or digraph, consists of a set V of vertices (or nodes) together with a set
E of ordered pairs of elements of V called edges (or arcs). The vertex a is called the initial
vertex of the edge (a, b), and the vertex b is called the terminal vertex of this edge.

An edge of the form (a, a) is represented using an arc from the vertex a back to itself. Such
an edge is called a loop.

EXAMPLE 7 The directed graph with vertices a, b, c, and d, and edges (a, b), (a, d), (b, b), (b, d), (c, a),
(c, b), and (d, b) is displayed in Figure 3. ▲

a b

d c

FIGURE 3
A Directed Graph.

The relationR on a setA is represented by the directed graph that has the elements ofA as its
vertices and the ordered pairs (a, b), where (a, b) ∈ R, as edges. This assignment sets up a one-
to-one correspondence between the relations on a set A and the directed graphs with A as their
set of vertices. Thus, every statement about relations corresponds to a statement about directed
graphs, and vice versa. Directed graphs give a visual display of information about relations. As
such, they are often used to study relations and their properties. (Note that relations from a set
A to a set B can be represented by a directed graph where there is a vertex for each element of
A and a vertex for each element of B, as shown in Section 9.1. However, when A = B, such
representation provides much less insight than the digraph representations described here.) The
use of directed graphs to represent relations on a set is illustrated in Examples 8–10.



Closures of Relations

❖ Let R be a relation on set A. 

❖ Let P be some property of relations (e.g., reflexivity).

❖ If there is a relation S with property P containing R such 
that S is a subset of every relation with property P 
containing R, then S is called the closure of R with 
respect to P. 



Closures of Relations

❖ Let R be a relation on set A.

❖ Reflexive closure of R:

❖ Symmetric closure of R:

S = R [ {(a, a) : a 2 A}

S = R [ {(a, b) : (b, a) 2 R}



Transitive Closure

❖ Let R be a relation on set A. 

❖ Recall that R can be represented as a digraph.

❖ Rn is a relation on set that satisfies: (a,b)∈Rn iff there is a 
path of length n from a to b in the graph of relation R. 

❖ The transitive closure of R, denoted by R*, is 
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The term path also applies to relations. Carrying over the definition from directed graphs to
relations, there is a path from a to b inR if there is a sequence of elements a, x1, x2, . . . , xn−1, b
with (a, x1) ∈ R, (x1, x2) ∈ R, . . . , and (xn−1, b) ∈ R. Theorem 1 can be obtained from the
definition of a path in a relation.

THEOREM 1 Let R be a relation on a set A. There is a path of length n, where n is a positive integer, from
a to b if and only if (a, b) ∈ Rn.

Proof:We will use mathematical induction. By definition, there is a path from a to b of length
one if and only if (a, b) ∈ R, so the theorem is true when n = 1.

Assume that the theorem is true for the positive integer n. This is the inductive hypothesis.
There is a path of length n + 1 from a to b if and only if there is an element c ∈ A such that
there is a path of length one from a to c, so (a, c) ∈ R, and a path of length n from c to b,
that is, (c, b) ∈ Rn. Consequently, by the inductive hypothesis, there is a path of length n + 1
from a to b if and only if there is an element c with (a, c) ∈ R and (c, b) ∈ Rn. But there
is such an element if and only if (a, b) ∈ Rn+1. Therefore, there is a path of length n + 1
from a to b if and only if (a, b) ∈ Rn+1. This completes the proof.

Transitive Closures

We now show that finding the transitive closure of a relation is equivalent to determining which
pairs of vertices in the associated directed graph are connected by a path. With this in mind, we
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that R∗ is the union of all the sets Rn. In other words,

R∗ =
∞!

n=1
Rn.

The connectivity relation is useful in many models.

EXAMPLE 4 Let R be the relation on the set of all people in the world that contains (a, b) if a has met b.
What is Rn, where n is a positive integer greater than one? What is R∗?

Solution:The relationR2 contains (a, b) if there is a person c such that (a, c) ∈ R and (c, b) ∈ R,
that is, if there is a person c such that a has met c and c has met b. Similarly, Rn consists of
those pairs (a, b) such that there are people x1, x2, . . . , xn−1 such that a has met x1, x1 has
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Transitive Closure

❖ Can you devise an algorithm for computing the 
transitive closure of a relation? 

❖ Hint: Think of matrix multiplication! 
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uppercase or lowercase letters, digits, or underscores.) Consequently, the compiler considers
strings longer than eight characters that agree in their first eight characters the same. Let R be
the relation on the set of strings of characters such that sRt , where s and t are two strings, if s
and t are at least eight characters long and the first eight characters of s and t agree, or s = t . It
is easy to see that R is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive. Moreover, R divides the set of all
strings into classes, where all strings in a particular class are considered the same by a compiler
for traditional C.

The integers a and b are related by the “congruence modulo 4” relation when 4
divides a−b. We will show later that this relation is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive. It
is not hard to see that a is related to b if and only if a and bhave the same remainder when
divided by 4. It follows that this relation splits the set of integers into four different classes.
When we care only what remainder an integer leaves when it is divided by 4, we need only
know which class it is in, not its particular value.

These two relations, R and congruence modulo 4, are examples of equivalence relations,
namely, relations that are reflexive, symmetric, and transitive. In this section we will show that
such relations split sets into disjoint classes of equivalent elements. Equivalence relations arise
whenever we care only whether an element of a set is in a certain class of elements, instead of
caring about its particular identity.

Equivalence Relations

In this section we will study relations with a particular combination of properties that allows
them to be used to relate objects that are similar in some way.

DEFINITION 1 A relation on a set A is called an equivalence relation if it is reflexive, symmetric, and
transitive.

Equivalence relations are
important in every branch
of mathematics!

Equivalence relations are important throughout mathematics and computer science. One
reason for this is that in an equivalence relation, when two elements are related it makes sense
to say they are equivalent.

DEFINITION 2 Two elements a and bthat are related by an equivalence relation are called equivalent. The
notation a ∼ bis often used to denote that a and bare equivalent elements with respect to a
particular equivalence relation.

For the notion of equivalent elements to make sense, every element should be equivalent to
itself, as the reflexive property guarantees for an equivalence relation. It makes sense to say
that a and b are related (not just that a is related to b) by an equivalence relation, because
when a is related to b, by the symmetric property, b is related to a. Furthermore, because an
equivalence relation is transitive, if a and bare equivalent and band c are equivalent, it follows
that a and c are equivalent.

Examples 1–5 illustrate the notion of an equivalence relation.

EXAMPLE 1 Let R be the relation on the set of integers such that aRb if and only if a = bor a = −b. In
Section 9.1 we showed that R is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive. It follows that R is an
equivalence relation. ▲

EXAMPLE 2 Let R be the relation on the set of real numbers such that aRbif and only if a − bis an integer.
Is R an equivalence relation?
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R = {(a, b)|a ⌘m b}
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In Examples 6 and 7 we look at two relations that are not equivalence relations.

EXAMPLE 6 Show that the “divides” relation is the set of positive integers in not an equivalence relation.

Solution: By Examples 9 and 15 in Section 9.1, we know that the “divides” relation is reflex-
ive and transitive. However, by Example 12 in Section 9.1, we know that this relation is not
symmetric (for instance, 2 | 4 but 4 ̸ | 2). We conclude that the “divides” relation on the set of
positive integers is not an equivalence relation. ▲

EXAMPLE 7 Let R be the relation on the set of real numbers such that xRy if and only if x and y are real
numbers that differ by less than 1, that is |x − y| < 1. Show thatR is not an equivalence relation.

Solution: R is reflexive because |x − x| = 0 < 1 whenever x ∈ R. R is symmetric, for if xRy,
where x and y are real numbers, then |x − y| < 1, which tells us that |y − x| = |x − y| < 1, so
that yRx. However, R is not an equivalence relation because it is not transitive. Take x = 2.8,
y = 1.9, and z = 1.1, so that |x − y| = |2.8 − 1.9| = 0.9 < 1, |y − z| = |1.9 − 1.1| =
0.8 < 1, but |x − z| = |2.8 − 1.1| = 1.7 > 1. That is, 2.8R 1.9, 1.9R 1.1, but 2.8 ̸R 1.1. ▲

Equivalence Classes

Let A be the set of all students in your school who graduated from high school. Consider the
relation R on A that consists of all pairs (x, y), where x and y graduated from the same high
school. Given a student x, we can form the set of all students equivalent to x with respect to R.
This set consists of all students who graduated from the same high school as x did. This subset
of A is called an equivalence class of the relation.

DEFINITION 3 Let R be an equivalence relation on a set A. The set of all elements that are related to an
element a of A is called the equivalence class of a. The equivalence class of a with respect
to R is denoted by [a]R . When only one relation is under consideration, we can delete the
subscript R and write [a] for this equivalence class.

In other words, if R is an equivalence relation on a set A, the equivalence class of the
element a is

[a]R = {s | (a, s) ∈ R}.

If b∈ [a]R , then bis called a representative of this equivalence class. Any element of a class
can be used as a representative of this class. That is, there is nothing special about the particular
element chosen as the representative of the class.

EXAMPLE 8 What is the equivalence class of an integer for the equivalence relation of Example 1?

Solution: Because an integer is equivalent to itself and its negative in this equivalence relation,
it follows that [a] = {− a, a}. This set contains two distinct integers unless a = 0. For instance,
[7] = {− 7, 7}, [− 5] = {− 5, 5}, and [0] = {0}. ▲

EXAMPLE 9 What are the equivalence classes of 0 and 1 for congruence modulo 4?

Solution:The equivalence class of 0 contains all integers a such that a ≡ 0 (mod 4). The integers
in this class are those divisible by 4. Hence, the equivalence class of 0 for this relation is

[0] = {. . . , − 8, − 4, 0, 4, 8, . . . }.
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A1

A7
A4

A2

A3

A6

A5

A9
A8

FIGURE 1 A Partition of a Set.

and

!

i∈I
Ai = S.

(Here the notation
"

i∈I Ai represents the union of the sets Ai for all i ∈ I .) Figure 1 illustrates
the concept of a partition of a set.

EXAMPLE 12 Suppose that S = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}. The collection of sets A1 = {1, 2, 3}, A2 = {4, 5}, and
A3 = {6} forms a partition of S, because these sets are disjoint and their union is S. ▲

We have seen that the equivalence classes of an equivalence relation on a set form a partition
of the set. The subsets in this partition are the equivalence classes. Conversely, every partition
of a set can be used to form an equivalence relation. Two elements are equivalent with respect
to this relation if and only if they are in the same subset of the partition.

To see this, assume that {Ai | i ∈ I } is a partition on S. LetR be the relation on S consisting
of the pairs (x, y), where x and y belong to the same subset Ai in the partition. To show that R
is an equivalence relation we must show that R is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive.

We see that (a, a) ∈ R for every a ∈ S, because a is in the same subset as itself. Hence, R
is reflexive. If (a, b) ∈ R, then b and a are in the same subset of the partition, so that (b, a) ∈ R
as well. Hence, R is symmetric. If (a, b) ∈ R and (b, c) ∈ R, then a and b are in the same
subsetX in the partition, and b and c are in the same subsetY of the partition. Because the subsets
of the partition are disjoint and b belongs to X and Y , it follows that X = Y . Consequently, a
and c belong to the same subset of the partition, so (a, c) ∈ R. Thus, R is transitive.

It follows that R is an equivalence relation. The equivalence classes of R consist of subsets
of S containing related elements, and by the definition ofR, these are the subsets of the partition.
Theorem 2 summarizes the connections we have established between equivalence relations and
partitions.

THEOREM 2 LetR be an equivalence relation on a set S. Then the equivalence classes ofR form a partition
of S. Conversely, given a partition {Ai | i ∈ I } of the set S, there is an equivalence relation
R that has the sets Ai , i ∈ I , as its equivalence classes.

Example 13 shows how to construct an equivalence relation from a partition.

EXAMPLE 13 List the ordered pairs in the equivalence relation R produced by the partition A1 = {1, 2, 3},
A2 = {4, 5}, and A3 = {6} of S = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, given in Example 12.
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∗58. Each bead on a bracelet with three beads is either red,
white, or blue, as illustrated in the figure shown.

Bead 1
Red

Bead 3
Blue

Bead 2
White

Define the relation R between bracelets as: (B1, B2),
where B1 and B2 are bracelets, belongs to R if and only
if B2 can be obtained from B1 by rotating it or rotating it
and then reflecting it.
a) Show that R is an equivalence relation.
b) What are the equivalence classes of R?

∗59. Let R be the relation on the set of all colorings of the 2× 2
checkerboard where each of the four squares is colored
either red or blue so that (C1, C2), where C1 and C2 are
2× 2 checkerboards with each of their four squares col-
ored blue or red, belongs to R if and only if C2 can be
obtained from C1 either by rotating the checkerboard or
by rotating it and then reflecting it.
a) Show that R is an equivalence relation.
b) What are the equivalence classes of R?

60. a) Let R be the relation on the set of functions from Z+

to Z+ such that (f, g) belongs to R if and only if f
is !(g) (see Section 3.2). Show that R is an equiva-
lence relation.

b) Describe the equivalence class containing f (n) = n2

for the equivalence relation of part (a).

61. Determine the number of different equivalence relations
on a set with three elements by listing them.

62. Determine the number of different equivalence relations
on a set with four elements by listing them.

∗63. Do we necessarily get an equivalence relation when we
form the transitive closure of the symmetric closure of
the reflexive closure of a relation?

∗64. Do we necessarily get an equivalence relation when we
form the symmetric closure of the reflexive closure of the
transitive closure of a relation?

65. Suppose we use Theorem 2 to form a partition P from
an equivalence relation R. What is the equivalence rela-
tion R′ that results if we use Theorem 2 again to form an
equivalence relation from P ?

66. Suppose we use Theorem 2 to form an equivalence rela-
tion R from a partition P . What is the partition P ′ that
results if we use Theorem 2 again to form a partition
from R?

67. Devise an algorithm to find the smallest equivalence re-
lation containing a given relation.

∗68. Let p(n) denote the number of different equivalence
relations on a set with n elements (and by Theo-
rem 2 the number of partitions of a set with n ele-
ments). Show that p(n) satisfies the recurrence relation
p(n) = !n− 1

j=0 C(n − 1, j)p(n − j − 1) and the initial
condition p(0) = 1. (Note: The numbers p(n) are called
Bell numbers after the American mathematician E. T.
Bell.)

69. Use Exercise 68 to find the number of different equiv-
alence relations on a set with n elements, where n is a
positive integer not exceeding 10.

9.6 Partial Orderings

Introduction

We often use relations to order some or all of the elements of sets. For instance, we order words
using the relation containing pairs of words (x, y), where x comes before y in the dictionary.
We schedule projects using the relation consisting of pairs (x, y), where x and y are tasks in
a project such that x must be completed before y begins. We order the set of integers using
the relation containing the pairs (x, y), where x is less than y. When we add all of the pairs
of the form (x, x) to these relations, we obtain a relation that is reflexive, antisymmetric, and
transitive. These are properties that characterize relations used to order the elements of sets.

DEFINITION 1 A relation R on a set S is called a partial ordering or partial order if it is reflexive, antisym-
metric, and transitive. A set S together with a partial ordering R is called a partially ordered
set, or poset, and is denoted by (S, R). Members of S are called elements of the poset.

We give examples of posets in Examples 1–3.

EXAMPLE 1 Show that the “greater than or equal” relation (≥) is a partial ordering on the set of integers.R1 = {(a, b)|a  b}

R2 = {(A,B)|A ✓ B}
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Solution: Because a ≥ a for every integer a, ≥ is reflexive. If a ≥ b and b ≥ a, then a = b.
Hence, ≥ is antisymmetric. Finally, ≥ is transitive because a ≥ b and b ≥ c imply that a ≥ c.
It follows that ≥ is a partial ordering on the set of integers and (Z, ≥) is a poset. ▲

EXAMPLE 2 The divisibility relation | is a partial ordering on the set of positive integers, because it is
reflexive, antisymmetric, and transitive, as was shown in Section 9.1. We see that (Z+, |) is a
poset. Recall that (Z+ denotes the set of positive integers.) ▲

EXAMPLE 3 Show that the inclusion relation ⊆ is a partial ordering on the power set of a set S.

Solution:BecauseA ⊆ AwheneverA is a subset of S,⊆ is reflexive. It is antisymmetric because
A ⊆ B andB ⊆ A imply thatA = B. Finally,⊆ is transitive, becauseA ⊆ B andB ⊆ C imply
that A ⊆ C. Hence, ⊆ is a partial ordering on P(S), and (P (S),⊆) is a poset. ▲

Example 4 illustrates a relation that is not a partial ordering.

EXAMPLE 4 Let R be the relation on the set of people such that xRy if x and y are people and x is older
than y. Show that R is not a partial ordering.

Solution: Note that R is antisymmetric because if a person x is older than a person y, then y
is not older than x. That is, if xRy, then y ̸Rx. The relation R is transitive because if person x
is older than person y and y is older than person z, then x is older than z. That is, if xRy
and yRz, then xRz. However, R is not reflexive, because no person is older than himself or
herself. That is, x ̸Rx for all people x. It follows that R is not a partial ordering. ▲

In different posets different symbols such as ≤, ⊆, and |, are used for a partial ordering.
However, we need a symbol that we can use when we discuss the ordering relation in an
arbitrary poset. Customarily, the notation a ! b is used to denote that (a, b) ∈ R in an arbitrary
poset (S, R). This notation is used because the “less than or equal to” relation on the set of real
numbers is the most familiar example of a partial ordering and the symbol ! is similar to the≤
symbol. (Note that the symbol ! is used to denote the relation in any poset, not just the “less
than or equals” relation.) The notation a ≺ b denotes that a ! b, but a ̸= b. Also, we say “a is
less than b” or “b is greater than a” if a ≺ b.

When a and b are elements of the poset (S, ! ), it is not necessary that either a ! b
or b ! a. For instance, in (P (Z),⊆), {1, 2} is not related to {1, 3}, and vice versa, because
neither set is contained within the other. Similarly, in (Z+, |), 2 is not related to 3 and 3 is not
related to 2, because 2 ̸ | 3 and 3 ̸ | 2. This leads to Definition 2.

DEFINITION 2 The elements a and b of a poset (S, ! ) are called comparable if either a ! b or b ! a.When
a and b are elements of S such that neither a ! b nor b ! a, a and b are called incomparable.

EXAMPLE 5 In the poset (Z+, |), are the integers 3 and 9 comparable? Are 5 and 7 comparable?

Solution: The integers 3 and 9 are comparable, because 3 | 9. The integers 5 and 7 are incom-
parable, because 5 ̸ | 7 and 7 ̸ | 5. ▲

The adjective “partial” is used to describe partial orderings because pairs of elements may
be incomparable. When every two elements in the set are comparable, the relation is called a
total ordering.

DEFINITION 3 If (S, !) is a poset and every two elements of S are comparable, S is called a totally ordered
or linearly ordered set, and ! is called a total order or a linear order.A totally ordered set
is also called a chain.

S1 = N

S2 = 2{1,2,3,4,5,6}



Total Order
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R1 = {(a, b)|a  b}

R2 = {(A,B)|A ✓ B}

S1 = N

S2 = 2{1,2,3,4,5,6}

✔
✘
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EXAMPLE 6 The poset (Z,≤) is totally ordered, because a ≤ bor b≤ a whenever a and bare integers. ▲

EXAMPLE 7 The poset (Z+, | ) is not totally ordered because it contains elements that are incomparable, such
as 5 and 7. ▲

In Chapter 6 we noted that (Z+,≤) is well-ordered, where≤ is the usual “less than or equal
to” relation. We now define well-ordered sets.

DEFINITION 4 (S, ! ) is awell-ordered set if it is a poset such that ! is a total ordering and every nonempty
subset of S has a least element.

EXAMPLE 8 The set of ordered pairs of positive integers, Z+× Z+, with (a1, a2) ! (b1, b2) if a1 < b1, or if
a1 = b1 and a2 ≤ b2 (the lexicographic ordering), is a well-ordered set. The verification of this
is left as Exercise 53. The set Z, with the usual ≤ ordering, is not well-ordered because the set
of negative integers, which is a subset of Z, has no least element. ▲

At the end of Section 5.3 we showed how to use the principle of well-ordered induction
(there called generalized induction) to prove results about a well-ordered set. We now state and
prove that this proof technique is valid.

THEOREM 1 THE PRINCIPLE OF WELL-ORDERED INDUCTION Suppose that S is a well-
ordered set. Then P(x) is true for all x ∈ S, if

INDUCTIVE STEP: For every y ∈ S, if P(x) is true for all x ∈ S with x ≺ y, then P(y)
is true.

Proof: Suppose it is not the case that P(x) is true for all x ∈ S. Then there is an element
y ∈ S such that P(y) is false. Consequently, the set A = {x ∈ S | P(x) is false} is nonempty.
Because S is well ordered, A has a least element a. By the choice of a as a least element of A,
we know that P(x) is true for all x ∈ S with x ≺ a. This implies by the inductive step P(a) is
true. This contradiction shows that P(x) must be true for all x ∈ S.

Remark:We do not need a basis step in a proof using the principle of well-ordered induction
because if x0 is the least element of a well ordered set, the inductive step tells us that P(x0)
is true. This follows because there are no elements x ∈ S with x ≺ x0, so we know (using a
vacuous proof) that P(x) is true for all x ∈ S with x ≺ x0.

The principle of well-ordered induction is a versatile technique for proving results about
well-ordered sets. Even when it is possible to use mathematical induction for the set of positive
integers to prove a theorem, it may be simpler to use the principle of well-ordered induction, as
we saw in Examples 5 and 6 in Section 6.2, where we proved a result about the well-ordered
set (N× N, ! ) where ! is lexicographic ordering on N× N.

Lexicographic Order

The words in a dictionary are listed in alphabetic, or lexicographic, order, which is based on the
ordering of the letters in the alphabet. This is a special case of an ordering of strings on a set

R1 = {(a, b)|a  b}S1 = N

R2 = {((a1, b1), (a2, b2)) : (a1 < a2) _ (a1 = a2 ^ b1 < b2)}
S2 = Z+ ⇥ Z+
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Hasse Diagrams

❖ Let (S,R) be a finite poset.

❖ The Hasse diagram of (S,R) is a digraph g=(V,E) where

❖ V=S

❖ R={(a,b)|aRb and ∄c (aRc and cRb)}
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FIGURE 2 Constructing the Hasse Diagram
for ({1, 2, 3, 4}, ≤).

its initial vertex is below its terminal vertex (as it is drawn on paper). Remove all the arrows on
the directed edges, because all edges point “upward” toward their terminal vertex.

These steps are well defined, and only a finite number of steps need to be carried out for
a finite poset. When all the steps have been taken, the resulting diagram contains sufficient
information to find the partial ordering, as we will explain later. The resulting diagram is called
theHassediagramof (S, ! ), namedafter the twentieth-centuryGermanmathematicianHelmut
Hasse who made extensive use of them.

Let (S, ! ) be a poset. We say that an element y ∈ S covers an element x ∈ S if x ≺ y
and there is no element z ∈ S such that x ≺ z ≺ y. The set of pairs (x, y) such that y
covers x is called the covering relation of (S, ! ). From the description of the Hasse diagram of
a poset, we see that the edges in the Hasse diagram of (S, ! ) are upwardly pointing edges cor-
responding to the pairs in the covering relation of (S, ! ). Furthermore, we can recover a poset
from its covering relation, because it is the reflexive transitive closure of its covering relation.
(Exercise 31 asks for a proof of this fact.) This tells us that we can construct a partial ordering
from its Hasse diagram.

EXAMPLE 12 Draw the Hasse diagram representing the partial ordering {(a, b) |a divides b} on
{1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12}.

Solution: Begin with the digraph for this partial order, as shown in Figure 3(a). Remove all
loops, as shown in Figure 3(b). Then delete all the edges implied by the transitive property.
These are (1, 4), (1, 6), (1, 8), (1, 12), (2, 8), (2, 12), and (3, 12). Arrange all edges to point
upward, and delete all arrows to obtain theHasse diagram.The resultingHasse diagram is shown
in Figure 3(c). ▲

EXAMPLE 13 Draw the Hasse diagram for the partial ordering {(A, B) | A ⊆ B} on the power set P(S)where
S = {a, b, c}.

HELMUT HASSE (1898–1979) Helmut Hasse was born in Kassel, Germany. He served in the German
navy after high school. He began his university studies at Göttingen University in 1918, moving in 1920 to
Marburg University to study under the number theorist Kurt Hensel. During this time, Hasse made fundamental
contributions to algebraic number theory. He became Hensel’s successor at Marburg, later becoming director
of the famous mathematical institute at Göttingen in 1934, and took a position at Hamburg University in 1950.
Hasse served for 50 years as an editor ofCrelle’s Journal, a famous Germanmathematics periodical, taking over
the job of chief editor in 1936 when the Nazis forced Hensel to resign. During World War II Hasse worked on
appliedmathematics research for the German navy. Hewas noted for the clarity and personal style of his lectures
and was devoted both to number theory and to his students. (Hasse has been controversial for connections with
the Nazi party. Investigations have shown he was a strong German nationalist but not an ardent Nazi.)
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FIGURE 3 Constructing the Hasse Diagram of ({1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12}, |).

Solution: The Hasse diagram for this partial ordering is obtained from the associated digraph by
deleting all the loops and all the edges that occur from transitivity, namely, (∅, {a, b}), (∅, {a, c}),
(∅, {b, c}), (∅, {a, b, c}), ({a}, {a, b, c}), ({b}, {a, b, c}), and ({c}, {a, b, c}). Finally all edges
point upward, and arrows are deleted. The resulting Hasse diagram is illustrated in Figure 4. ▲

Maximal and Minimal Elements

Elements of posets that have certain extremal properties are important for many applications.
An element of a poset is called maximal if it is not less than any element of the poset. That is, a
is maximal in the poset (S, ! ) if there is no b ∈ S such that a ≺ b. Similarly, an element of a
poset is called minimal if it is not greater than any element of the poset. That is, a is minimal
if there is no element b ∈ S such that b ≺ a. Maximal and minimal elements are easy to spot
using a Hasse diagram. They are the “top” and “bottom” elements in the diagram.

EXAMPLE 14 Which elements of the poset ({2, 4, 5, 10, 12, 20, 25}, |) are maximal, and which are minimal?

Solution: The Hasse diagram in Figure 5 for this poset shows that the maximal elements
are 12, 20, and 25, and the minimal elements are 2 and 5. As this example shows, a poset
can have more than one maximal element and more than one minimal element. ▲

Sometimes there is an element in a poset that is greater than every other element. Such an
element is called the greatest element. That is, a is the greatest element of the poset (S, ! )

{a, b, c}

{a, b}
{b, c}{a, c}

{b}{a}
{c}

∅

FIGURE 4 The Hasse Diagram
of (P ({a, b, c}), ⊆).
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FIGURE 5 The Hasse
Diagram of a Poset.Hasse diagram of (P({a,b,c}),⊆)



Maximal and Minimal Elements

❖ Let (S,R) be a poset and a,b∈S.

❖ Element a is maximal if there is no element c∈S (c≠a) 
such that aRc. 

❖ Element b is minimal if there is no element c∈S (c≠b) 
such that cRb. 



Greatest and Least Elements

❖ Let (S,R) be a poset and a,b∈S.

❖ Element a is the greatest element if for every element 
c∈S, cRa. 

❖ Element b is the least element if for every element c∈S, 
bRc. 

❖ The greatest and least elements are unique when they 
exist. 



❖ What are the maximal, minimal, greatest, and least 
elements of the posets given by the following four 
Hasse diagrams?
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FIGURE 6 Hasse Diagrams of Four Posets.

if b ! a for all b ∈ S. The greatest element is unique when it exists [see Exercise 40(a)].
Likewise, an element is called the least element if it is less than all the other elements in the
poset. That is, a is the least element of (S, ! ) if a ! b for all b ∈ S. The least element is unique
when it exists [see Exercise 40(b)].

EXAMPLE 15 Determine whether the posets represented by each of the Hasse diagrams in Figure 6 have a
greatest element and a least element.

Solution: The least element of the poset with Hasse diagram (a) is a. This poset has no greatest
element. The poset with Hasse diagram (b) has neither a least nor a greatest element. The poset
with Hasse diagram (c) has no least element. Its greatest element is d. The poset with Hasse
diagram (d) has least element a and greatest element d . ▲

EXAMPLE 16 Let S be a set. Determine whether there is a greatest element and a least element in the poset
(P (S),⊆ ).

Solution: The least element is the empty set, because ∅ ⊆ T for any subset T of S. The set S is
the greatest element in this poset, because T ⊆ S whenever T is a subset of S. ▲

EXAMPLE 17 Is there a greatest element and a least element in the poset (Z+, |)?

Solution:The integer 1 is the least element because 1|nwhenever n is a positive integer. Because
there is no integer that is divisible by all positive integers, there is no greatest element. ▲

Sometimes it is possible to find an element that is greater than or equal to all the elements
in a subset A of a poset (S, ! ). If u is an element of S such that a ! u for all elements a ∈ A,
then u is called an upper bound of A. Likewise, there may be an element less than or equal to
all the elements in A. If l is an element of S such that l ! a for all elements a ∈ A, then l is
called a lower bound of A.

EXAMPLE 18 Find the lower and upper bounds of the subsets {a, b, c}, {j, h}, and {a, c, d, f } in the poset
with the Hasse diagram shown in Figure 7.

Solution: The upper bounds of {a, b, c} are e, f, j , and h, and its only lower bound is a. There
are no upper bounds of {j, h}, and its lower bounds are a, b, c, d, e, and f . The upper bounds
of {a, c, d, f } are f , h, and j , and its lower bound is a. ▲
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h

FIGURE 7 The
Hasse Diagram of
a Poset.

The element x is called the least upper bound of the subset A if x is an upper bound that
is less than every other upper bound of A. Because there is only one such element, if it exists,
it makes sense to call this element the least upper bound [see Exercise 42(a)]. That is, x is the
least upper bound of A if a ! x whenever a ∈ A, and x ! z whenever z is an upper bound of
A. Similarly, the element y is called the greatest lower bound of A if y is a lower bound of
A and z ! y whenever z is a lower bound of A. The greatest lower bound of A is unique if it
exists [see Exercise 42(b)]. The greatest lower bound and least upper bound of a subset A are
denoted by glb(A) and lub(A), respectively.



Questions?


